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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0597247A2] The invention relates to a feed device for feeding electrical contact elements in a positioning manner in a horizontal plane
or possibly in a somewhat inclined plane on a straight transportation path into the crimping tools of a crimping press, the contact elements being
fed in the form of a strip material in which they are bonded side by side spaced apart, transversely, on a waste strip having driver holes at a specific
distance apart, feeding being carried out by means of a transportation finger which projects upwards, can be pivoted into the guide path (guide web)
and is mounted in a guide carriage on a transportation finger operating device, which transportation finger is arranged under floor level underneath
the waste strip guide elements of the feed device, is drawn out downwards on a driver hole by means of the transportation finger operating device,
on a curved path aligned transversely with respect to the transportation direction of the transportation web, and is subsequently pushed into another
driver hole from underneath, the transportation finger maintaining its vertical position as a result of a pivoting mounting provided in the transportation
carriage, and the transportation carriage being mounted by means of a transportation finger displacement device, such that it can be displaced to
and fro in the transportation direction. <IMAGE>
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